
Lenormand Notes from French - Language Sources

Rider/Horseman

Nine of hearts. 
It is of course a card that brings you a message. The news is good or bad? It all depends on what 
surrounds it. The rider can also represent someone who is on the road, who comes to you: along 
with the card of the Heart, it can mean the human heart that comes to you. If the rider accompanies 
the couple (both personal cards next to each other) that may mean that you are proposed marriage.
This card can also be a sign of a visit or a meeting. In summary, if the surroundings of the Cavalier 
did not give it a negative nuance, this card is favorable. May also represent a foreigner.

Associations:

Cavalier+Lily = a man of foreign origin, from distance

Clover

Six of Diamonds.
Clover - a positive card. Near the querent's card announces happiness, comfort, and luck.
Clover is also chance success, achievement of the hopes, wishes, desires.
After a series of bad cards the clover announces they will be over and this series will be short, the 
tide is turning and the chance comes. Describes the querent as a lucky person who has good 
financial sense and perspectives.

Associations:

Bear+Clover = it's time to bet or gamble = money luck
Clover + Fish = a promotion. 

Ship

Ten of Spades.
Ship card - movement, start, opening out to the world, travel. Often represents travel by sea or the 
sea itself, and a long journey abroad. Travel card but can also be a sign of positive development in 
money, gains. Describes the querent as a person of adventurous spirit who likes freedom and the 
great outdoors. Can also represent an alien or a person who lives far away or has a trip planned. a 
restless soul.

Associations:
Ring+Ship = honeymoon.
Ship+Child = child who is traveling or leaving the house to stand on its own; the beginning of a new
path, a completely new lifestyle.

House

King of Hearts
Represents house, home, real estate, it is also the anchor of the family, the hearth, all the links in 
family matters, the relations inside and to the family. It is also the house in the material sense of the
term, installations, facilities, purchasing, security, etc. It is also a symbol of emotional stability, 
family security, the strength in the couple or in the family. Surrounded by bad cards is a warning 
not to rest on present happiness, to protect it against external aggression, to do what it takes to 
keep it. That card is also a king and may therefore represent a man. Describes the querent as 
stable, of good education and probably family, very affectionate, loving and giving, someone 
courteous and refined, someone you can count on.



Associations:
Storks+House = move, development or change in residence.
Rider+ House = visit to the house, a visitor or visitors.
Bear+House = financial stability at the home.
Rod+House = family disputes.
House+Letter = a letter arrives, the following card will tell you what kind.

Tree

Seven of Hearts
Predicts health or illness (depending on its surroundings), moral or psychological maturity, 
provides protection, it can also represent a place outdoors, a symbol of patience, the vital energy of
life. Also symbolizes roots and rooted situations. The tree gives advice to available resources to 
regenerate, oxygenate. The card is very positive if it is surrounded by other cards with trees 
(Garden, Roads, House, etc.), especially from a health point of view. Describes the querent as a 
person balanced, zen, feeling well in body and in spirit or preoccupied by his health (if negative). 

Clouds

King of Clubs
The Clouds card indicates a delicate situation, a temporary problem. We must take precautions 
says this card. At any time the storm may burst, but it is true that a cloud is followed by decreasing 
disturbance - "after the rain comes sunshine." In all cases the presence of this card is a warning to 
be cautious and wise as the King of Clubs, prepared for any eventuality. This card can represent a 
man as he is a king. It describes a restless, bubbling personality but also someone who is on the 
defensive side. Mind lost in the clouds, not seeing clearly. Can also represent a man past certain 
age, an older man.

Associations:
Clouds+Heart = uneasy, uncomfortable feelings.
Clouds+Fox or Fish = disturbance at work.
Clouds+house = troubles in the family.
Clouds+Mouse or Bear = problems in the financial area, something wrong with it: it's your decision 
which will dissipate the Clouds but if the Mountain ends the trio, it's likely to last longer.

Snake

Queen of Clubs
A lady or if accompanied by Clouds (King of Clubs) - a couple. This card can be a woman, mother 
or a rival.
The symbols of this card are: treachery, lies, insecurity, jealousy, betrayal often from a person that 
you appreciate. Betrayal in the personal affairs or emotional deception, the presence of an 
extramarital relationship, the desire to harm.
These are the people who try to harm you. This card is always an indication of greater distrust of 
those around you, it must be taken with caution.
These are also the people you attract into your own trap using your charm, looks or fine words 
(serpent of Eve's speech seduced Adam). This card also represents sexuality, eroticism, sexual 
fantasies fulfilled, naughtiness. This is also someone who talks too much to flatter you, a hypocrite,
someone who lies or gossip about you.

Associations:
Ring+Snake = betrayal in marriage, it represents the rival, the lover, the third side.
Fox+Snake = stab in the back at work.
Snake+Rod = slander, harmful words, disputes developed in the future but also a highly sexual 
encounter, an obsessively sexual relationship. 



Coffin

Nine of Diamonds
It is clearly a negative card, depending on the surrounding cards is to determine in what area the 
Coffin will strike. The card announces the end of something but it can be the end of a difficult 
situation. This is something that will end anyway but it also starts something new. The card may 
signify a significant financial loss, breach, the departure of a loved one, a failure, a disease. If the 
surrounding cards are favorable, they will mitigate the negative effect of the Coffin and promise a 
renaissance after the pain, a new path. The card must be understood as a serious warning and as a 
test which we can always outgrow. It is naturally the card signifying physical death but for this it 
must be accompanied by other negative cards and the question must be strictly asking for health 
or disease outcome/advice. Do not!!! take any combos with negative cards as sign of death in 
general readings as the chance to be wrong is very high.

Associations:
Coffin+Fox = retirement. If the Lily is added to the trio, the retirement will be with great honours. 

Bouquet

Queen of Spades
This card always brings happiness in all your endeavors. It also brings help from unexpected 
sources. It is a gift, a happy ending. After a series of bad cards it symbolizes the end of pain and 
troubles. Bouquet announces success and fulfillment in a specific area or the end of the difficulties 
in this area. This card can also represent a woman in her best age and full glory. As a person she 
may be single, even a widow or unmarried or divorced, but she likes her solitude, she is in power. 
Sometimes she is someone who loves beautiful things or arts, or she is artistic herself.

Associations:
Heart+Bouquet = a bouquet filled with love, a courtship of exceptional beuaty and value.
House+Storks+Bouquet = a change in the home or belongings with happy ending.
Child+Book+Bouquet = academic success of children. 

Scythe

Jack of Diamonds.
This card represents danger, sudden rupture, an unexpected, out of the blue, end. It is a sign of 
"cutting". "Harvest that was sown" is also a meaning of the card. A break, the need of a decisive 
action. It can also be a brutal accident, this card often announces the sudden, the unexpected 
speed of events, which is unpredictable. It is also physical injury, surgery (depending on 
environment). With the Heart it will be a painful ending. While with the Mice it will be much slower, 
the Mice will eat the suddennness and may be the decisiveness. As a person it's a sharp 
man/woman who takes decisions quickly, can also be a young man. Also stubborn, cutting people 
off his/her life, not willing to rethink, reverse his/her decisions.

Associations:
Ring+Scythe = separation, divorce.
Child+Book+Scythe = a child/student puts an end to his studies.
Coffin+Scythe+Tower = a surgery clinic.
Roads+Scythe = decision, choice made firmly.
Roads+Scythe+Coffin = attention to a possible road accident.
Following the Sun is a good omen. 

Rod/Whip

Jack of Clubs
This is a card of disputes, harsh words, disorders and chronic diseases or body aches, flu, 



fractures, it brings an emotional mess, anger, physical violence, blows of fate. Near a personal card
it speaks of someone who is tired, tormented, sad, angry or aching.It may also represent a young 
man.

Associations:
Tree+Rod = poor health, chronic disease, mental illness or hereditary disease.
Child+Rod = disagreement with a child or children angry and difficult.
Rod+Heart = argument between lovers may lead to harsh blows.
House+Rod+Scythe = rupture in family relations due to disputes.
Snake+Rod = gossip, disputes, fights but also a very sexual encounter. 

Birds/Owls

Seven of Diamonds
This is the news card usually delivered by phone, in a direct exchange. It's all about 
communication, conversation, discussions. Someone wants to tell you something, gossip but it's 
also the card of inspiration, thoughts, short trips. It may be a sign of pregnancy as the period of 
implantation, before the Storks arrives to confirm the pregnancy is healthy and a fact. It's also like 
these two birds face each other and oppose, the discussion may turn into a heated argument, 
especially if the Rod is around. A person described by the card would be talkative and excited.

Associations:
Birds+ Fish = intense business discussions or business talk.
Birds + Garden = cocktail parties, social gatherings, receptions.
Birds + Moon = promises and words of illusion.
Birds + Ring = couple that speaks well, communicative couple, a lot of dialogue in the couple.
Birds + Storks or Child = pregnancy, may be twins.
House + Letter+ Birds = letter announces a pregnancy in the family. 

Child

Jack of Spades
This card above all represents a child, it can also be proof that one is in a good company, friendly 
atmosphere and surrounded by good friends. It can also speak of needed protection feeling 
vulnerable (the querent or someone near to them). The child is a card of hope, joy, renewal, the 
start of something new. It is a sign of freshness, youth, sensitivity, innocence. It's also all that is 
good and pure, naive, arrogant, reckless, youth. As a person he/she would be full of goodness, 
sometimes too trusting, too naive, someone ready to marvel at everything, "young at heart" person 
who may also lack maturity.

Associations:
Child+Storks+Stars = healthy pregnancy.
Child+Storks+Cross = risk in pregnancy, risk of miscarriage or abortion (look for the Scythe).
Child+Ship = departure of a child.
Child+Heart = love can be new and constructive but also immature. Also platonic.
Child+Star = child who is serene and calm.
Coffin +Child = sick or disabled child.
Sun+Child = child full of vitality and energy in a very good health. 

Fox

Nine of Clubs
Represents work, profession -with the Book it can be trade, with the Birds - teacher, writer.
Fox may also represent a person who tries to force you, to choke you, to break you.
It is a symbol of being cunning in business, it is also about people who are doing their job using 
another person. As a person is sly, hypocritical, artificial, skilled in language for his/her own 



purposes. Do not count on him/her, his personal interests will come first, but only after the 
interests of his family - the Fox is very loyal to his family. With the Fox, watch your surroundings 
because someone flatters you but will play a trick in his best interest.

Associations:
Fox+Mountain = difficulties at work, complications
Fox + Clover or Bouquet or Sun = chance success at work
Fox+Scythe = you find yourself with a job termination, breach of contract but it can also signify a 
farmer, manual labor.
Fox+Letter = work in administration
Fox+Home = work from home
Fox+Book = trade, merchant (look for the Ship or Fish), but also occult work or intellectual (look for
Birds or Rod)
Fox+Ship = work trip abroad
Fox+Bear = well paid job
Fox + Star = no worries, security in job
Path + Fox = a choice in work, being at the crossroads professionally
Fox+Mouse = work that pays little money, scam
Snake + Fox = atmosphere on the job not very good, gossip, intrigues
Fox+Cross = you do not like your job, it is a burden
Fox + Storks = change in work, reorganization
Fox+Clover = promotion
Fox + Coffin = retirement or quitting 

Bear

Ten of Clubs
Represents above all the money in your life at a moment, the overall financial condition (different 
from Fish which represents flow but it may come and go). It is also a symbol of courage, strength, 
stability. If you have the Bear next to your card, you have a good stable foundation, no financial 
problems. However, pay attention to people who may want to take away your luck or your material 
success. As a person - a force of nature, a powerful person but gentle and protective, often may 
appear grumpy, sometimes greedy.
Never push a Bear person or you won't like how you'll be wiped off the situation.
Bear may also represent the mother or a friend who offers help.
The card also gives advice:
"Do not claim your happiness from the rooftops, it does stir up jealousy"

Associations:
Bear + Mouse = foundation crumbling little by little.
Bear + Tower = bank, good investment.
Bear + Mountain = money blocked.
Bear + Clover = large amount of money, it's time to play the lotto.
Fox+Bear = financial stability provided by work.
Bear + Ship = trading goods abroad and/or income from abroad.
Bear + Letter = money news, checks, bonds or shares.
Bear + Rod = disagreement, financial disputes, twist of fate towards problems.
Bear + Snake = broken promise, betrayal, pay attention to your partner (s).
Bear + coffin = heritage.

Stars

Six of Hearts
Progress, success, will, project, creation of new businesses, always good omens, success 
achieved through patience, perseverance, self-confidence, also rising prestige, calmness, 
atmosphere of tenderness . This is the card of success, of renewed hopes and wishes and faith, it 



brings peace, reconciliation possible. As a person: someone who is overwhelmed by what he has, 
famous, very successful, as a character - serene, happy person, relaxed, gentle. The star brings 
hope of improvement if surrounded by bad cards, it doesn't lose its power. After the Fish, for 
example, this card says you will reach your goal.

Associations:
Rider+Stars = pleasant correspondence.
Tree+Stars = serene life, psychological force, confidence, joy of life, spiritual elevation.
Ring+Stars = serene marriage , happy union.
Heart+Stars = serene love , tranquil and content.
Child+Stars = good child, happy about themselves, calm. 

Storks

Queen of Hearts
Also known as the Fairy who brings the babies.
This card brings change, your life will change its go and it should be positive, for the better, even if 
you don't see it yet. It can also mean everyday changes in the house (drating, painting), moving, 
change of activity or the announcement of a child coming especially if the Child card accompanies 
it.
The Storks can also announce great course change, so it can announce flying far away, air trip or a 
trip at great distance, Storks can also mean desire to escape the current situation, escape reality to 
create desirable existence. A big wanted change.
It is also spring. As the Queen of Hearts: sensitive woman, pleasant sweet person, loving. As a 
person in general, it will be a person who wishes to transform his personality, wants to move, to 
create, dreams of escape, has escapism tendencies, tends to dive into plans.

Associations:
Storks+ House = moving.
Storks + Heart = change in relationships, new love
Storks + Child = announcement of a pregnancy or birth.
Storks + Ship = departure abroad, if House is part of the trio = house moves abroad, permanent 
move or whole family moves.
Storks+Child + Scythe = miscarriage or abortion.
House+Storks+Roads = make decisions to move house/family.
House+Storks+Snake = desire to have a child. 

Dog

Ten of Hearts
The card of friends and/or family, symbol of fidelity, it protects the home, family, sometimes at the 
risk of his life. The Dog card says you are surrounded by loyal friends to help you, symbolizes the 
circle of friends, sincere and lasting relationships. It is also the card of gatherings, reunions, 
shared pleasures, spending time with friends. As a person: if the card next to the Dog is the 
personal card, then the Dog is the querent's partner in life (if applicable), or there is loyalty and 
support in the querent's life. This is someone you can rely on, a nice stable and loving person.

Associations:
Ring + Dog = true, sincere marriage.
Fish + Dog = you can count on your business partners.
Bear + Dog = financial assistance from a friend.
Snake+Dog = attention in your surroundings is advised, treachery.
Rider + Dog = a friend is bringing news or coming to visit.
Dog+Heart = true love or a friend may be in love with you.



Tower

Six of Spades
This card can represent various buildings: hospital, dancing, prison, government, tall buildings, 
depending on the card that accompanies it. It also signifies solid foundation and stability. As an 
event it is constructive. It's a sign of protection or an authority. As a character: someone who wants
to rise up, has a tendency to isolation, a private person who often needs to be alone.

Associations:
Tower+Tree or Coffin = hospitalization, if the Scythe is there = surgery.
Tower+Fox or Mice = prison, especially if the Mountain or Anchor are close by.
Tower+Book or Letter = administrative building, school.
Tower+Bear = bank.
Tower+House = nursing home, especially if with the Coffin.
Tower+Moon = psychiatric hospital/clinic.

Garden

Eight of Spades
A card which talks about contacts, walkabouts, the promennades, entertainment, meeting new 
people, the environment, the countryside, creativity, popularity, respect to all the arts, as well as 
the outdoors. It is also a card of success, rise in the social sphere, recognition, good company. 
Speaks of social success, professional development, class. As a person: the Garden is a creative 
person, someone original, a lover of nature, with highly developed aesthetic sense, sociable person
with great ability to mix and succeed in society.

Associations:
Garden+Fish or Fox = social rise.
Garden+Anchor = a refusal to contact.
Garden+Coffin = withdraw, rest.
Garden+Book = renowned through his writings.

Mountain

Eight of Clubs
Negative card, speaks of enemies, discouragement, obstacles, pitfalls, delays, you should find a 
way around the problem or face it. A problem which may look insurmountable but not necessarily 
is such in reality! Remember "Faith moves mountains" so it should not discourage you, we must 
look beyond, one must climb this mountain to see better, not to stray from the problems. As a 
person: discouraged, lacking opportunities, also lonely or distant (including physical distance), 
may be in unreciprocated love, desperate.

Associations:
Mountain + Fox = unemployment, work barriers.
Mountain + Ring = marriage delayed or not done.
Bear+Mountain = delay of money. 

Crossroads

Queen of Diamonds
Represents a woman or a choice and the need to make a decision. A card of hesitation, choices to 
make, steps to take, decisions that bring life to a crossroad, doubts, uncertainties, being at a 
crossroad, but also it's a card of travel (often by road or train).
As a person: likes to move and change, independent, a bit selfish, that person will not depend on 
others.



Associations:
Crossroads+Heart = decisions to make in the sentimental field, to balance one's heart.
Crossroads+Storks = road trip, move.
Fox+Crossroads = choice, decision to contribute through one's work.

Mice

Seven of Clubs
Represents minor loss, money coming and going quickly, lack of stablility, petty theft, also shows 
people who abuse our trust. It is sometimes a situation which we do not always pay proper 
attention to and as a result we suffer losses. It is little by little, step by step, drop by drop. It is also 
slow, who slowly but surely comes his way. Consistently and intelligently, Mice reach their goal. As
a person: Mice is an individual who is unable to free himself from his anxieties and that lets them 
gradually devour him.

Associations:
Mice+Ring+Heart = a wedded couple or a romantic relationship crumbling little by little.
Mice+Fox = poorly paid job, being underpaid.
Bear+Mice = money spent/lost immediately.

Heart

Jack of Hearts
The card of love, the lover or the mistress, happiness, represents someone young and sensitive, 
emotional feelings, sharing, harmony. As a person: loving person, radiant heart, a young man in 
love and the sincere love itself.

Associations:
Heart+Ring = united couple who love each other and live in harmony and shared happiness.
Heart+Letter = love message or you are told that someone loves you, expression of sympathy.
Anchor+Heart = someone has found his home base, anchor point, comfortable point.
Cross+Heart = unhappy love, being depressed and sad.
Snake+Heart = rivalry and/or betrayal in love, there is something under the rock!
Heart+Coffin = love dies, a person mourning a relationship.
Heart+Scythe = an end of (often) permanent/long term relationship.
Book+Heart = relationship kept hidden, a secret relationship not yet to see the light of day.
Path +Heart = a choice between two, balance of the heart.
Heart+Bouquet - heart full of love, love abundant, granted.
Stars+Heart = love serene, tranquil.
Heart+Birds = love passing or love during a trip.
Clouds+Heart = small troubles but nothing serious.
Rod+Heart = love disputes.

Ring

Ace of Clubs
A sure sign of a relationship, an union, it can also be a business contract, an association but also a 
jewel, a precious thing, a gift both material and emotional. It is above all a strong bond, very 
beautiful.

Associations:
Ring+Mice = relationship/union/association crumbling little by little.
Ring+Coffin = end of the union
Ring+Scythe = a break up.
Ring+Clouds = small problems (will pass).
Ring+Sun = warm relationship/connection, fulfilling.



Ring+Storks = change of the heart.
Ring+Clover = happiness (love) joined by luck, happiness (love) found through luck.
Ring+Snake = betrayal, lies.
Ring+Book = a connection which is held secret.
Ring+Ship = honeymoon.
Ring+Crossroads = choices, to choose between two people/jobs/contracts/offers.
Ring+Rider = announces a wedding.
Ring+Dog = a faithful union.

Book

Ten of Diamonds
The card of secrets, mystery, the unknown, knowledge, occult, esoterism, things that people do not
know yet (about the querent or vice versa). The events are in our surroundings but happen without 
us being aware. Exams, studies, books, intellectual occupations, research, card of students. As a 
person: a strong character, intelligent but hard to shut up, someone who hides behind a facade, we 
can't explore him, we do not know his desires, expectations. This person is also eager to learn, 
curious.

Associations:
Ring+Book = secret relationship.
Book+Heart = a hidden love, secret admirer.
Book+Child = child in school, a student.
Bear+Book = hidden money, savings.

Letter

Seven of Spades
This is the news that we give or receive, good or bad. Depends on surrounding cards. The need to 
communicate. It is also a signed document, a contract, often written rather than spoken, a lottery 
ticket if confirmed by cards around, a check. Today, the writings can be emails, text messages, 
letters, cards, etc. As a person: likes to communicate, social spirit, loves to learn, enjoys writing, 
curious.

Associations:
Letter+Mice = bills, invoices, expenses.
Letter+Bear = may be customs or insurance papers.
Letter+Heart = a love letter.
Letter+Crossroads = on the road after taking a call/receiving a mesage, a mesage resutilng in a trip.
Letter+personal card = news that concern you personally.
Letter+Book = news that you wanted to hide or agreement which must remain secret.
Letter+House+Garden = an invitation to a party, often open door celebration or an event in a park, 
on a beach.
Heart+Letter+Book = secret love message or a love message from a secret admirer (no name).

Gentleman

Ace of Hearts
Represents the querent if a man, all the cards that surround it are the direct concerns of the 
querent. In a reading for a woman, the card represents the husband, lover, father or a male 
person(s) who plays an important role in the life of this woman.

Associations:

Man+Bear = a man stable, morally and physically strong, but may not be very playful or fun.
Man+Stars = a man calm, quieter, a dreamer, Don Quixote.



Man+Clouds = a nervous, alert man.
Man+Lily = a man of law, an older man or an honest man, may be retired.

Lady

Ace of Spades
Represents the querent if a woman, the nearest carda re her main concerns. If the querent is a man,
the lady is his wife, mother, mistress, friend, a woman important in his life. Cards around also tell 
more about the personality of the person.

Associations:

Lady+Book = a very secretive woman who gives and opens herself with difficulty.
Lady+Snake = a woman who has power in her speaking, a bewitching woman.

Lily

King of Spades
The Lily represents support, protection, promotion, a very mature man who has experience in life 
and is supportive. Serious and dedicated person who provides protection. It's a good person who 
can also be a lawyer, a magistrate, a doctor, a councellor. Someone who has your best interests in 
heart. Always a loyal character, frank and sincere. He is also someone who can't be wrong, 
because he protects you, he puts his sword in your service and may also become a sword of 
justice. This card brings light and security.

Associations:
Letter+Lily+Tower+House = you get a new home/personal doctor.
Lily+Birds = a lawyer.
Lily+Tower = a boss, a man of law, a judge.
Lily+Tree = a doctor.

Sun

Ace of Diamonds
Card of optimism, wipes away the troubles, removes the clouds from your life, warms up your 
heart, a card of protection, energy, it mitigates the previous bad cards. This card can also represent
a sunny location or the father. This is a card of success in all areas.
It brings joy, comfort, hope, fame. As a person: radiant, warm, optimistic, someone who likes to 
shine, someone who has a lot of energy, magnetism that charms those around him, who is the joy 
of living itself. However, this person needs the affection of others to continue to shine.

Associations:
Sun+Child = child full of vitality, healthy, full of gaiety, sunny child.
Storks+House+Sun = a change that brings joy into the house, a move of the house to a 
sunnier/warmer location/climate/country.

Moon

Eight of Hearts
Card of darkness, unconscious, dreams, imagination, femininity, intuition, sensitivity, spirituality 
but also an illusion. Also represents the mother or a female being. It is also the card of celebrity, 
fame, the Moon grants honors. As a person: very intuitive, with artistic temperament, good taste for
art and beauty, emotional person. Can also represent people who appear cold, indifferent, a bit 
"lunatic", living in another realm. It warns against "too much illusion."



Associations:
Coffin + Moon = mental illness, depression, anxiety.
Ring+Moon = a serene and calm couple but sometimes a little cold and distant.
House+Moon = small home business.
Moon+Lady = mother.

Key

Eight of Diamonds
Key speaks of success, a new start, solution, discovery, announces positive things coming, opens 
and closes doors. It is a talisman lucky card, it pushes life forward. It also marks destiny and 
announces an event that will happen as fate plays here. The Key allows us to act upon our 
decisions, it also requires speed and therefore is contrary to the Mice who take their time. The Key 
is also the ladder up. It encourages us to move, to be active. As a person: analytical, someone 
aware of many things in life (in difference from the naive Child).

Associations:
Clover + Key= lucky key (resolution), happens in the near future.
Key + Heart = a free of worries decision for the future by engaging one's feelings (listen to your 
heart).
Fox + Key = determined/successful choice of a future career.

Fish

King of Diamonds
Represents all related to money and especially from work as the Fox. Also represents places near 
seas, seaside, travel, business, crowns with success in finances. It is also jobs, self-employment, 
business. As a person: dreamy, with elusive power of imagination, persuasive, charming, 
commercial, someone who loves contacts and to travel, someone enterprising, with open 
personality.

Associations:
Crossroads+Fish = a choice to start own business.
Ship+ Fish= a trip near the sea or a trip for work.
Fish+House = someone who works in real estate.
Fish+Ship = a sailor or imports and exports.
Fox+Fish = commercial work, trade.
Fish + Letter = offer of employment, notary, writer (may be technical).
Fish+Birds = lawyer, journalist.
Fish+Tower = medicine.
Fish+Bear = well paid job.

Anchor

Nine of Spades
Anchor speaks of loyalty and security. it is all that is solid, well established, the strong attachment, 
the harbor, "to anchor" ourselves. This card can also represent barriers but these are obstacles the
individual creates and is holding himself back (not the same as the Mountain which speaks of 
external barriers) - for example, the fear to change a job, to take a leap of faith because of the 
security at the present job. As a person: here is someone who needs security, needs more self-
confidence and boldness, is the tentative type, people who are afraid of getting wet, stubborn, 
ideas well "anchored" or too "anchored".

Associations
Bear + Anchor = attachment to material goods, solid financial base, sometimes greed.
Anchor + Child = child who can not speak, blocked, complexed.



Coffin + Anchor = incurable disease (in health questions!).
Anchor+Heart = commitment find its anchor (secure) point.
Fish+Fox+Anchor = attachment to work, work guaranteed.

Cross

Six of Clubs
The Cross speaks of sadness, grief, pain, torment, trial to overcome, the end of an era, to write off 
something, to "cross it". As a person: one who "carries his cross," sad spirit for whom life is as 
heavy as wearing a cross, someone who sees only the negative even in good times, depressed.

Associations:

Fox + Cross = tests at work, tormenting atmosphere.
Coffin + Cross = to endure painful illness.
Mice + Cross = bad luck, money problem.
Ring+Cross = unhappy couple, testing, burdensome connection.
Heart+Cross = sad love, unreciprocated, tearful.
Cross + Tower = church.


